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Abstract- In cloud, replication enables automatic, asynchronous 

copying of objects across buckets. Replication serves two 

purposes, with the main one being to provide high availability in 

case nodes or shards fail. Enabling Object Storage replication is 

as simple as creating a replication policy on the source bucket 

that identifies the region and the destination bucket to replicate 

to. After the replication policy is created, the destination bucket 

is read-only and updated only by replication from the source 

bucket. Objects deleted from the source bucket after policy 

creation are automatically deleted from the destination bucket. 

When replication is enabled, accidental data change operation 

results in permanent data loss, deleting or corrupting objects 

from both source and destination bucket. This problem applies to 

most existing storage systems. In this research, an AI algorithm 

to detect and protect against accidental data loss is proposed, 

which takes the replication decisions in advance by monitoring 

and acting before the data loss occurs. In addition, algorithm is 

proposed to determine lifecycle policy for the objects created in 

target bucket. Experimental results show that proposed algorithm 

is the ideal candidate for replication of the cloud data across 

buckets, as it minimizes the accidental data loss, total number of 

SLA violations, average response time and total execution time 

to resolve each incident as compared to the existing setup. 

 

Index Terms- Artificial intelligence (AI), Backup/recovery, 

Cloud, Data Replication, Fault-tolerance, High availability, 

Machine Learning (ML), Reliability 

I. INTRODUCTION 

nabling Object Storage replication is as simple as creating a 

replication policy on the source bucket that identifies the 

region and the bucket to replicate to. After the replication policy 

is created, the destination bucket is read-only and updated only 

by replication from the source bucket. Objects uploaded to a 

source bucket after policy creation are asynchronously replicated 

to the destination bucket. Objects deleted from the source bucket 

after policy creation are automatically deleted from the 

destination bucket. Objects uploaded to a source bucket before 

policy creation are not replicated.  

Any object in the destination bucket with the same name as an 

object in the source bucket is overwritten by replication. The 

name, metadata, ETag, and MD5 value of a replicated object 

match those of the original object in the source bucket. These 

attributes are not replicated from the source because the archival 

state, modified timestamp, and creation timestamp can all vary. 

A destination bucket is not automatically created when a 

replication policy is created. Prior to creating the replication 

policy on the source bucket, create the destination bucket. A 

bucket can be in the Standard (Object Storage) or Archive 

Storage tier as a source or destination. Replication in chains is 

not supported. A single replication policy can be applied on a 

given source bucket. Each bucket used as a destination for 

replication can only have one source. For every replication 

source bucket, there can only be one destination. A replication 

source can never also be a destination bucket.  

Following the creation of the replication policy, the destination 

bucket becomes read-only and is only updated via replication 

from the source bucket. The destination bucket receives an 

automatic replication of any objects uploaded to the source 

bucket. Object from the destination bucket is automatically 

cleared when an object is deleted from the source bucket. A 

replication destination bucket cannot be deleted unless 

replication is stopped, and the bucket is made writable once 

more. Replication can be used in conjunction with Lifecycle 

Management rules that control object deletion and archiving. 

However, lifecycle policies must respect the replication 

destination bucket's read-only characteristics. It is impossible to 

implement a lifecycle policy that removes objects from the 

replication destination bucket. Any replication and lifecycle 

policy combination you implement should be carefully examined 

and tested. 

 
FIGURE 1. OBJECT STORAGE SAME-REGION REPLICATION 

 

 
FIGURE 2. OBJECT STORAGE CROSS-REGION REPLICATION 
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FOR DISASTER RECOVERY 

 

Figure 1 represents the data replication setup in same region. 

With the configuration shown in Figure 2, you can activate the 

application in the primary region and store objects in a read-write 

bucket. The applications can be passive and synchronizing with 

the primary while the objects are replicated by Object Storage to 

the secondary region read-only bucket [6]. Data replicated to the 

destination bucket can be accessed for business continuity in the 

event of a disaster that prevents access to the source bucket. 

To effectively manage data, one must replicate it. It gives you 

many advantages that can completely change your business by 

enabling you to create multiple copies of your data in various 

locations. Its support for real-time analytics is one of its key 

benefits. You can support your business intelligence and machine 

learning initiatives by synchronizing data from various sources in 

real-time, such as cloud-based reporting. Imagine being able to 

run predictive models on user behavior data to provide tailored 

recommendations in real-time or imagine being able to update 

your dashboards with the most recent data. Faster data access is a 

significant additional benefit. By storing data in multiple places, 

you can access it from the servers that are nearer to your users, 

lowering latency and enhancing data retrieval performance. As a 

result, users in various locations will be able to access data 

without annoying delays. With data replication, server 

performance can be greatly improved. By distributing data traffic 

across several servers, you can improve load balancing and 

resource utilization. For instance, offloading complex analytical 

queries to data warehouses or data lakes through replication can 

lighten the load on your operational databases, resulting in better 

system performance and scalability. Not only that, but data 

replication is a dependable disaster recovery plan. Any business 

may experience catastrophic data loss because of system 

malfunctions or disruptions, leading to monetary losses and 

operational disruptions. It mitigates these risks by creating 

redundant copies of data in multiple locations, allowing you to 

quickly switch to alternative data sources in case of disruptions 

or failures.  

Data replication, a crucial process that ensures data backup, 

fault tolerance, and improved network accessibility, entails 

duplicating and regularly updating data in multiple locations. The 

choice of a particular type depends on the use for which the 

replicated data is intended and how it will be accessed. Here are 

the various forms of data replication. 

Without actively checking for updates or changes, snapshot 

replication takes a "snapshot" of a database as it is at the 

beginning of the replication process. As a result, the replicated 

copy of the database is static and always displays the data as it 

did at the time. When significant changes occur quickly or when 

data in the database doesn't change frequently, snapshot 

replication is ideal. It allows for capturing a specific data state, 

which can be helpful for historical or reference purposes. 

Using a powerful technique called transactional replication, a 

full copy of the database is made while new data is continuously 

being captured and copied in real-time as the database changes. 

As modifications are replicated in the order they are made, this 

guarantees that the replicated copy stays consistent with the 

original database. When you need to make sure that changes to 

data made by log-based incremental replication are replicated in 

real-time, transactional replication is especially effective when 

combined with key-based incremental replication. This method is 

appropriate for environments where there is a lot of data 

modification activity because it supports high volumes of read, 

write, and delete activity. 

Data from various sources can be combined into a partial 

replication of a single database using the incredibly effective 

technique of merge replication. Merge replication makes sure 

that all alterations are made to the combined database by 

gathering and aggregating changes made by multiple users across 

various locations. Merge replication has the exceptional ability to 

quickly identify and resolve conflicting changes, which is a 

notable replication advantage. Conflicts may occur when 

merging changes made by multiple users at different locations 

into the replica. 

Peer-to-peer replication depends on the continuous exchange 

of transactional data between nodes. A peer-to-peer setup ensures 

that data changes are propagated in real-time across all nodes by 

having every node in the same network constantly sync its 

databases with one another. Additionally, since all nodes are 

writable, data modifications are possible from anywhere in the 

world and are immediately reflected in all other nodes, 

guaranteeing real-time consistency irrespective of the point of 

origin of the change. 

Restore and Backup Replication makes it possible to return 

replicated databases to the main database and server from which 

the backup was originally made. The replication settings, 

however, cannot be preserved if you need to retrieve a backup of 

a replicated database to a different database or server. In such 

circumstances, all publications and subscriptions would need to 

be created from scratch.   

Replication of data in the cloud has several advantages, 

including distribution, accuracy, and accessibility. Accessibility 

is improved for both customers and employees when data is 

replicated across various hybrid cloud instances. To ensure that 

systems are always current and available, high-availability 

storage and active cluster failover can be supported by replicated 

data across multiple clusters. 

Accuracy means making sure you always have access to data 

that is up to the minute accurate. Your organization can support 

identical copies of the same fundamental data that is accurate and 

current with the most recent customer interactions and database 

transactions with the right infrastructure and resources. Many 

organizations will use redundant cloud environments for a 

variety of geographical reasons to better serve their customers or 

distributed research teams. As a result, local users can perform 

better. These remote environments can sync successfully and 

make use of the most recent data thanks to a strategic cloud data 

replication plan. Due to the large number of redundant cloud 

servers that share the same data, emergency recovery is made 

possible, allowing for more effective and precise disaster 

recovery plans. Depending on your requirements, cloud data 

replication ensures that you can rely on their accurate data in hot 

or cold clusters for immediate recovery or long-term storage. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Users can store their files in the cloud so they can access 

them via the internet from any location [1]. Benefits of cloud 

storage include lower costs, easier IT management, better user 

experiences, and disaster recovery. Any Distributed File System 

(DFS) that requires replication must include it in its design. After 

a popular file is chosen for replication, Algorithm [2] decides 

how many additional replicas should be created for that file. 

Depending on the computed confidence values for the candidate 

files (popular files), three categories are created for the decision. 

Massive amounts of data can be stored and processed using the 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). One of the most crucial 

techniques in cloud storage systems is data replication [3]. By 

addressing some of the major issues in this category, such as 

availability, reliability, security, bandwidth, and data access 

reaction time, data replication's fundamental goal is to enhance 

performance for data-intensive applications. This study provides 

a thorough evaluation and classification of cutting-edge data 

replication techniques across number of currently available cloud 

computing platforms, using a traditional classification to 

characterize existing models and spot unresolved issues.  

Data deduplication schemes, data auditing schemes, and 

data classification schemes are the three main categories in the 

classification. The author only covered the various replication 

classifications, not how to carry out the replication. The research 

focuses on ways to increase the cloud storage system's 

dependability, availability, and high performance with the arrival 

of the big data era [4]. Important factors that affect how cloud-

based applications are managed include the number of cloud 

users and the amount of cloud resources [5]. Resource 

provisioning is one of the most challenging problems to solve for 

time-varying and diverse workloads in the resource management 

scope as the volume of traffic to cloud-based apps increases. 

Users of cloud computing can access storage as well as other 

services as needed.  

The amount of data produced today necessitates a large 

amount of storage [10]. Users have the choice of off-site data 

storage and online data access. Of course, using the cloud gives 

the user the desired storage. The number of replicas that must be 

created and determined statically at the time of cloud system 

setup is known as static replication policies [8]. Data replication 

needs to be dynamic to account for shifting user demands and 

storage capacity trends. Data replication in cloud storage systems 

has benefits in terms of reliability and performance, including 

fault tolerance, data availability, data locality, and load balancing 

[9]. Data blocks stored on the failed data node must be restored 

each time it fails to maintain the replication level. For the system, 

which is already overworked from user application workloads, 

this could represent a sizable burden. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Replication has two functions, the primary one of which is to 

ensure high availability if nodes or shards go down. Making a 

replication policy on the source bucket that specifies the region 

and destination bucket to replicate to is all that is necessary to 

enable Object Storage replication. Following the creation of the 

replication policy, the destination bucket becomes read-only and 

is only updated via replication from the source bucket.  

After a policy is created, objects that are deleted from the 

source bucket are also automatically deleted from the destination 

bucket. Accidental data change operations that are enabled for 

replication cause permanent data loss by deleting objects from 

both the source and destination buckets. This can also be a result 

of corrupted data uploaded to source bucket by software program 

or due to manual error. Most of the storage systems in use today 

have this issue. 

  

 
FIGURE 3. OBJECT STORAGE DATA CORRUPTION IMPACTING  

SOURCE AND TARGET BUCKET. 

 

Figure 3 represents a scenario of possible data loss. In this 

case, corrupted data in source bucket results in corrupting the 

data in destination (backup) bucket. 

Copying backups 

You should back up your data in addition to replicating it. A 

backup will allow you to restore your data to the last known good 

state in the event of data corruption or accidental deletion. 

Additionally, not all data must be replicated instantly. For 

instance, scheduling backup replication may be more cost-

effective if you are architecting for disaster recovery and your 

application has a longer RTO (Recovery Time Objective) and 

RPO (Recovery Point Objective).  

 
FIGURE 4. REPLICATION WITH DATA BACKUP FOR SNAPSHOTS. 

For these use cases, the Backup utility shown in Figure 4 can 

automate data backup to meet business needs, and these backups 

can be set up to copy backups automatically to one or more 

Regions or accounts [7]. The length of a copy depends on the 

size of your backup and the distance it must travel. Run tests first 

to see if your defined RTO and RPO will be impacted by this 

cross-Region copy time. More services are being supported, 

which is particularly beneficial for those that don't offer real-time 
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replication to another Region. For more information, consult 

your cloud provider's manual. A full copy of each dataset in the 

bucket is made when copying backups or taking snapshots, 

which increases the processing and storage costs. 

Storage Lifecycle 

Object Lifecycle Management operates by automatically 

acting in accordance with your defined rules. These rules tell 

Object Storage what to do on your behalf within a specific 

bucket, including deleting supported resources, moving objects 

to a different storage tier, and deleting uncommitted multipart 

uploads. An object lifecycle policy refers to all the lifecycle rules 

for a bucket. Object Lifecycle Management supports a variety of 

resources, including objects, object versions, and failed or 

uncommitted multipart uploads. 

Actions come in two varieties: Transition actions and 

Expiration actions. When objects move from one storage class to 

another, transition actions determine this. When an object expires 

depends on its expiration actions. Costs associated with object 

lifecycle expiration vary depending on the time duration you 

choose. See Expiring objects for more details. Using the cloud 

console or command line interface, you can also configure the 

lifecycle. Storage lifecycle policies combined with replication 

and backup software only partially address the issue. Lifecycle 

policies can only be used at the bucket level, and processing and 

maintaining backup copies of all datasets is very expensive. 

IV. ALGORITHM 

A. Algorithm idea 

Proposed AI algorithm in Table I detects and protects against 

accidental data loss. Data deletions can now be performed in 

either hard or soft mode where AI program determines the mode 

of data operation and lifecycle policy for the backup object. Hard 

mode performs direct delete while soft mode creates a copy 

before performing delete on the target object.  
TABLE I 

Algorithm 1:     Mode of data operation 
1. foreach Oi in ListOfObjects {  
2. find if Oi exists in Backup bucket 
3.     if (Oi exists) { 
4.  Use logic to determine the mode of operation. 

(Input: object usage, versions, etc.) 
5.  if (mode == SOFT) { 
6.   Set mode of operation to SOFT mode 
7.   Create a copy of existing object 
8.   Assign lifecycle policy 
9.   Replace existing object 
  }  // endif 
10.     } else if (Oi NOT exists) { 
11.  Set mode of operation to HARD mode 
12.  Add new object to backup bucket 
13.  } // endelse 
14. } // endforeach 

B. Algorithm description 

Proposed AI algorithm detects and protects against accidental 

data loss. Data deletions can now be performed in either hard or 

soft mode where AI program determines the mode of data 

operation and lifecycle policy for the backup object. Hard mode 

performs direct delete while soft mode creates a copy before 

performing delete on the target object. Usage of existing objects 

along with its size, number of existing backups determines the 

outcome of algorithm. Assigning lifecycle policy and marking 

artifacts as a critical can also be achieved by suppling necessary 

configs to the program. 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this section, first, the simulation parameters for running the 

simulation are defined. The details of the experimental setup are 

then discussed. Finally, the simulation results are presented. 

A. Simulation Parameters 

The simulation parameter values are taken from Table II. 

Requests generated randomly as a combination of same and 

different type of datasets performing add, update, delete 

operation with and without configuration parameters. Datasets 

used were combination of valid and corrupted datasets. 
 

TABLE II. THE FOLLOWING TABLE SUMMARIZES THE SIMULATION 

PARAMETERS. 

Object storage 

bucket 

Mode of 

operation Result 

Add new objects. 

(Ten objects added) 

HARD mode 

(for all 

objects) 

Datasets added and 

replicated in 

destination bucket 

Add new objects 

and update few 

existing objects 

(Two new objects 

added, one existing 

object updated) 

HARD mode 

for all new 

objects, 

HARD or 

SOFT Mode 

determined 

for remaining 

objects  

Source and 

destination bucket 

updated with new 

changes. (backup 

copy created for 

updated objects)  

Add new objects, 

update few existing 

objects, delete 

existing objects 

(One new object 

added, one existing 

object updated, two 

objects deleted) 

HARD mode 

for new 

object, 

HARD or 

SOFT Mode 

determined 

for remaining 

objects 

Source and 

destination bucket 

updated with new 

changes. (backup 

copy created for 

updated, deleted 

objects) 

B. Results 

Simulation program, using above algorithm resulted in 

avoiding data loss during accidental data delete and corruption 

scenarios. Overall cost to store additional data is minimal 

compared to alternatives like enabling object versioning or 

versioning in combination with object lifecycle policies on the 

destination bucket objects. 
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VI. STORAGE 

A. Storage tiers 

Storage service is a high-performance, internet-scale storage 

platform that provides dependable and affordable data durability. 

A limitless amount of unstructured data, including analytical data 

and rich content like images and videos, can be stored using the 

Object Storage service. 

You can store or retrieve data directly from the internet or 

from the cloud platform using Object Storage in a safe and 

secure manner. You can easily manage storage at scale with 

Object Storage's many management interfaces. You can start 

small and scale easily with the platform's elasticity without 

suffering any performance or service reliability degradation. 

A specific compute instance is not required for object storage, 

which is a regional service. If you have internet access and can 

access one of the Object Storage endpoints, you can access data 

from anywhere within or outside the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.  

To meet the demands for effective, frequently accessed "hot" 

storage, less frequently accessed "cool" storage, and infrequently 

accessed "cold" storage, cloud infrastructure provides distinct 

storage class tiers. Storage tiers enable you to optimize access 

performance when necessary and cut storage costs when 

practical. 
 

TABLE III. THE FOLLOWING TABLE SUMMARIZES THE FEATURES OF THE 

STANDARD, INFREQUENT ACCESS, AND ARCHIVE TIERS. 

Tier 

Storage 

Cost 

Minimum 

Retention 

Period 

Retrieval 

Fee 

Availability 

SLA 

Standard Highest None No 99.9% 

Infrequent 

Access 

Cheaper 31 days Yes 99% 

Archive Lowest 90 days No Data is 

offline and 

objects 

must be 

restored 

before they 

can be 

read. 

A storage tier is given to each object that is uploaded to object 

storage. The object's storage fees, and any related retrieval 

charges are determined by the storage tier property. 

B. Storage Cost 

Object Lifecycle Management works by taking automated 

action based on rules that you define. In this section we analyze 

the storage cost of existing and our proposed system. 

Considering that each file has an ideal size of 2 MB. We have 

used a combination of add, update, delete operations on both 

valid and corrupted datasets and repeated each experiment few 

times then we have taken average at the end. 

 
TABLE IV. STORAGE COST FOR BUCKETS  

LOCATED IN A SINGLE REGION. 

Storage  

Class 

Class A 

operations 

Class B 

operations 

Free 

operations 

(per 1,000 

operations) 

(per 1,000 

operations) 

 

Standard storage $0.005 $0.0004 Free 

Nearline 

storage and Durable 

Reduced 

Availability (DRA) 

storage 

 

$0.01 $0.001 Free 

Coldline storage 

 

$0.02 $0.01 Free 

Archive storage 

 

$0.05 $0.05 Free 

 

TABLE V. STORAGE COST FOR BUCKETS  

LOCATED IN A DUAL-REGION OR MULTI-REGION. 

Storage Class 

Class A 

operations 

(per 1,000 

operations) 

Class B 

operations 

(per 1,000 

operations) 

Free 

operations 

 

Standard storage $0.01 $0.0004 Free 

Nearline 

storage and Durable 

Reduced 

Availability (DRA) 

storage 

$0.02 $0.001 Free 

Coldline storage $0.04 $0.01 Free 

Archive storage $0.10 $0.05 Free 

 

Table IV, provides an example of the cost for storing data in 

same region while Table V, provides the cost for storing data in 

dual or multi-region. The cost might vary by cloud vendor.  

 
FIGURE 4. 

 
 

The storage cost usage of the proposed system using new 

solution is depicted in Figure 4 using the data from Table VI. 

The cost of storing is slightly higher than using the current 

process due to backup copies created by our new algorithm. Due 

to low backup data storage costs and lifecycle policies to delete 

the unwanted datasets, overall impact on cost is low. 

 
 TABLE VI. STORAGE COST FOR  

NEW PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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Scenario Average 

number of 

data change 

operations/ 

day 

Average 

number of 

days to store 

Increase in 

cost/ month 

(appx 

storage cost 

$ 30/TB/ 

month) 

100 datasets, 

10GB each 
200GB 5 $35  

1000 

datasets, 

10GB each 

2000GB 5 $350  

10000 

datasets with 

average size 

of 10GB 

each 

20000GB 5 $3,500  

1000 

datasets, 

10GB each 

2000GB 10 $7,000  

 

The overall cost is much lower than using other alternatives 

like enabling object versioning or using it in combination with 

object lifecycle management policies to achieve the same results. 

Other approaches were evaluated but not thoroughly discussed in 

the scope of current research work. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we address the issue of accidental data loss 

during data replication and propose an AI programming-based 

algorithm that takes the replication decisions in advance by 

monitoring and acting before the data loss occurs. Numerical 

example and experiments illustrate the benefits of our algorithm 

to solve the problem of accidental data loss during data 

replication. We have also analyzed accidental data loss scenarios 

and discussed alternatives to solve the problem. The outcome of 

implementing propose solution may be dependent on other 

factors, including storage cost of backup data, size of datasets, 

and frequency of data change operations. Evaluating impact of 

other alternative approaches will be part of our future work. 
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